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Summary: the Year 2014-15
Fiscal year 2015 continued to feature change at Hopkins Memorial Forest (HMF), Williams College’s
environmental field station. Foremost was the Rosenburg Center, which underwent significant retrofits
to increase its office capacity. The Center will now house the office of Biology Professor Henry Art, in
addition to providing its array of other functions, including the classroom, labs and a caretaker office.
The center also had some telephone and information technology improvements done during the past
year.
In research, Manuel Morales’ research was once again in full swing after his taking a year away from
field investigations. Using several meadows in the Forest, Morales and four student assistants
established and monitored experiments designed to detect the possible defensive responses in
goldenrod hosts from increased herbivory driven by mutualistic associations.
In a new study, Yale University post-doctoral fellow Adam Rosenblatt established a field investigation of
climate mitigated trophic level community dynamics. This study involved establishing enclosures in a
meadow and stocking them with several arthropod species. Rosenblatt also intended to relocate
arthropods to similar sites in different climate zones in New England to compare their physiological and
behavioral responses along a climate gradient. Unfortunately, Dr. Rosenblatt had to abandon his
Hopkins Forest site prematurely due to an inability to locate enough of the target species of spider
(Pisaurina mira).
During this period (September 1, 2014 through August 31, 2015), we implemented another round of
mowing treatments on Joan Edwards’ study of differential mowing regimes and their effects on late
season wildflowers and pollinators in fields. This study was the subject of a 2015 Biology honors thesis
by Julie Jung ’15. In addition, Edwards continued her study of population dynamics of garlic mustard at
three sites in the Forest. David Dethier and Jay Racela continued their meteorological and
geochemical monitoring activities and the northern saw-whet owl banding station was again in full
operation during fall 2014. Project Baseline – a seed collection and archiving initiative based at
Fordham University -- continued for its second field season of seed collections at HMF.
During 2014-15, Hopkins Forest continued to be a focal point for local and regional educational
programming. Williams College Biology and Environmental Studies classes made regular use of the
Forest for field trips and study sites and two Winter Study courses were based there. Classes from
other regional colleges, including Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts (MCLA), visited the Forest for
academic activities as well.
This year we significantly expanded our elementary education outreach programs in HMF. Working
with the Williams Center for Learning in Action (CLA), which hired Williams student educators, we
offered 14 curriculum based educational programs for schools and youth centers during the academic
year. Other schools, groups, home school families, and the public took part in educational offerings at
the Forest as well. In a new collaboration this spring, we hosted a student from a local high school as a
regular program intern. Student caretakers were again instrumental in helping us host a variety of
public events, highlighted by the Fall Festival and Maplefest. As in the past the forest was used
extensively for recreation, special permit deer hunting, and for maple syrup production.
During the past year we submitted an updated forest management plan for the 382-acre Pownal,
Vermont parcel as required by our participation in that state’s Use Value Appraisal program. This plan
incorporated the forest inventory data that student caretakers and I had collected during a survey the
previous summer. We are also working with the federal Natural Resource Conservation Service
(NRCS) on a second conservation plan that we agreed to in the summer of 2014. This plan will fund
silvicultural thinning and prescribed burning, which we began planning for during the summer 2015.
The Forest’s infrastructure -- roads, trails, bridges, etc.-- held up well and required only routine
maintenance during the past year.
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I. RESEARCH and MONITORING: Summer 2015 and Ongoing
Several scientific studies were underway during the past year.
Ant/Leaf Hopper Mutualism
With an infusion of funding from a recent NSF award, Manuel Morales was able to expand his
investigation of an insect based mutualism in
Figure I. Ellie DeVeaux and Hallie Walker at
goldenrod fields during the summer. The focus
work in the field off of Northwest Hill Road.
of this summer’s work was to look at the effects
of the ant (Myrmica) and leaf hopper (Publilia)
mutualism on the host goldenrods and how
these plants might respond, perhaps through
increased production of anti-herbivory
chemicals, to different levels of mutualistically
mitigated grazing. To this end, Morales’ crew
of four students monitored experimental
enclosures in the field alongside the
Rosenburg Center in addition to the fields
along Northwest Hill Road. These sites will
continue to be studied to ascertain any medium
to long-term effects on the host plant quality
and possible consequent changes in the vigor
and density of herbivore populations.
Garlic Mustard (Alliaria petiolata) in Three Different-aged Stands
Early successional (near the Rosenburg Center), mid-successional (Red Oak Stand) and latesuccessional (Beineke Stand) sites have been the focus of Joan Edwards’ garlic mustard study, which
entered its 17th year. This ongoing investigation involves a complete annual survey of three sites in
mid-July when we count all rosettes, reproductives and seeds in 0.5m x 0.5m permanent quadrats. In
September, we did a fall count with David Smith’s Biology 203 (Ecology) class. So far results show that
garlic mustard has had the most difficult time invading the mid-successional plot where there is a
significant deposition of leaf litter every fall. This appears to kill most rosettes that were established
earlier in the growing season. The late-successional stand has a persistent population of garlic
mustard; invasion occurs there because the site is on a steep slope that is subject to regular
disturbance by wash outs. The early stand sustains the highest population of garlic mustard, but even
there the population levels fluctuate due to catastrophic disturbance (e.g. major washouts when the
plants were inundated with standing or fast moving water). Furthermore, the sites appear to cycle in
unison with high population levels and low population levels co-occurring on the three plots. Garlic
mustard is a biennial and its life history stages also appear to cycle in unison as high rosette years
typically alternate with high reproductive years. This is most evident in the early-successional plot.
Mowing Patterns and their Impact on Flower Production and Pollinator Activity
The focus of this study, overseen by Joan Edwards, is to assess the impact of both the timing and
frequency of mowing on floral production (flower-scape) and pollinator activity. Providing resources for
pollinators and promoting their foraging may both be critical to ameliorating the current global pollinator
decline. This study focuses on how changes in local patterns of mowing could benefit pollinator
populations. The sixteen plots are divided into four blocks with treatments in a full-factorial randomized
block design. We are testing for both the effects of the time of mowing (early -- mid-July versus late —
late-October) and the frequency of mowing (annual versus biennial--every other year). Each block
has four treatments: early annual, early biennial, late annual and late biennial. After a regime of annual
mowing and collecting some baseline data, we started treatments in summer 2013 and have continued
with the mowing regimens each summer since. This year, according to the schedule, we implemented
only the annual treatments (four plots were mowed in July with four more slated for late October).
During autumn 2014 students and faculty gathered data on the plots. In addition to the floristic surveys
on the inner 144 square meter sub-plots, we set up cameras, one per plot throughout the study site, to
record visits of insect pollinators. They were each fixed on one prominent inflorescence of Solidago
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rugosa (wrinkle-leaved goldenrod), a plant that occurs in every plot. Each camera used a capture rate
of one image every 3 seconds. We photographed eight plots for three days and then we switched the
cameras to the other eight plots. The imaging continued until there were four complete cycles for each
plot. Julie Jung’s recently completed honors thesis, entitled, “The influence of land management
practices on the abundance and diversity of fall-blooming Asteraceae and their pollinators” presents the
initial findings from this study.
In addition to professor Joan Edwards and Julie Jung, students from the Biology 203 course (Ecology)
were instrumental in the process of fall data collections. Additionally, Hopkins Forest personnel were
involved with coordinating and overseeing all the plot treatments (mowing in the summer and fall).
Trophic Level Community Responses to Simulated Climate Changes
During the 2015 field season Dr. Adam Rosenblatt, a Yale University post-doctoral fellow, selected
Hopkins Forest as one of his field sites for his study of potential climate-related changes in the
dynamics of a field based predator-prey system. Rosenblatt and his assistants set up cylindrical
enclosures (four feet tall by two feet in diameter) in the field along the south edge of the property in
order to stock them with grasshoppers (Melanoplus femurrubrum) and spiders (Pisaurina mira)
collected locally. His intention was to compare these control treatments to those using arthropods
transported and reared in a more southerly location in Connecticut. He then intended to use
physiological and morphometric parameters to compare the performance of the spiders and
grasshoppers in their native Williamstown fields to those that were reared in a new and warmer
environment. Rosenblatt expected the transplanted individuals to undergo different physiological
responses than their cohorts in the control group, perhaps leading to increased stress with
corresponding implications for survival. After setting up the 10 mesh cages and stocking them with
grasshoppers early in the summer, Rosenblatt was forced to shut down this study site prematurely due
to a failure to find the spiders needed for the experiment.
Long-term Vegetation Studies
During summer 2015, Professor Henry Art focused his efforts on the Forest’s archival collection –
working with the College Archivist’s office to digitize historic documents and make them available via
the web. Professor Art’s research assistant William Hardesty-Dyke ’15 spent his summer researching
the history of land use and farming on the land that is now Hopkins Forest. In addition to his research,
Professor Art devoted considerable time to relocating his lab and office holdings to the Rosenburg
Center. Some of his equipment -- such as a tree core reader, field survey equipment and books and
field guides -- are now housed in the lab and are available for use by others working in the Forest.
Table I. HMF Student Researchers—Summer 2015.
Student
William Duke ‘17

Supervisor
E Edwards

Project

William Hardesty-Dyke ‘15

Art

Sophie Kitchen ‘17
Christine Pash ‘18
Mike Chen ‘18
Graham Buchan ‘17
Hallie Walker, Brown University
Ellie DeVeaux, Hamilton College

Racela

Garlic Mustard
Historic land use, long-term forest
dynamics
Hydro/Meteorology; Lab assistant

Racela

Hydro/Meteorology; Lab assistant

Morales

Ant/leaf hopper mutualism

Morales

Ant/leaf hopper mutualism

Morales

Ant/leaf hopper mutualism

Morales

Ant/leaf hopper mutualism

Northern Saw-whet Owl (NSWO) Migration Banding
With the collaboration of Dr. Ken Schmidt of Texas Tech University, the Northern saw-whet owl
(Aegolius acadicus) banding station was active once again in autumn 2014. We used our customary
single-tier array of four 12-meter nets (with an audio-lure) along a trail south of the Rosenburg Center to
catch migrating owls. The station was open on dry, calm nights from dark until around midnight
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th

between September 30th and November 18 (for a total of 39 nights of operation). During this period
we captured 186 individual saw-whet owls (Figure II) including six recaptures of birds banded at other
th
stations. There were two notable events at the station this year, both on October 27 : we set a new
th
single night capture record with 34 saw-whets, and we caught our 2000 saw-whet since the inception
of this station in 2001. The HMF station served as the basis for visits from Williams Biology classes as
well as Environmental Science and Biology classes from MCLA, and Berkshire Community College. In
total, the station attracted 244 registered visitors during the season.
Figure II. Saw-whet Owl Banding Results.
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Breeding Bird Point Surveys
In June 2015, I sampled singing males at the 44 breeding bird monitoring points around the Forest.
The year’s total of individuals (462) was fairly typical for this site but the distribution across the 46
species was somewhat less even than in recent years. Once again, the ovenbird and red-eyed vireo
topped the list of most abundant species; they were followed by the scarlet tanager, American redstart
and veery. (Figure III). These points will continue to be surveyed on an annual basis.
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Figure III. Most abundant bird species
from point counts, June 2015.
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Project Baseline
During the summer of 2015 researchers from Fordham University, under the of supervision Dr. Niamh
O'Hara, returned for a second season of collecting seed material from selected species as part of
Project Baseline -- an NFS-backed seed bank project for studies of plant evolutionary biology in
response to climate change. The goal of this project is to stockpile seeds of representative species that
can be made available to researchers in the future to study responses to the changing climate by
comparing plants grown from archived material to newly collected ones. In this, the second and final
year of this effort, Fordham researchers targeted several species, including St. John's wort (Hypericum
perforatum), dogbane (Apocynum androsaemifolium) and field mustard, (Brassica rapa).
Rare Species
No Massachusetts listed rare species were monitored in the Forest this year. In the past a population
of crooked-stem asters (Symphiotrichum prenanthoides) has been monitored along the Hoosic River
Trail both by Hopkins Forest personnel and by citizen volunteer monitors. No individuals of the recently
(early 2015) federally listed Northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis) have been located in the
Forest since its listing.
Watershed/Meteorological Monitoring (Environmental Analysis Lab)
The Center for Environmental Studies’ Environmental Analysis Lab--under the guidance of David
Dethier (Geosciences) and Technical Assistant Jay Racela-continued to gather, analyze and archive meteorological,
hydrological and biogeochemical data from the Forest. Four
standard weather stations, one 50-meter tower and two stream
gaging stations, all using digital data loggers, ran continuously
throughout the year. Data from the main weather station are
streamed to the campus information network and displayed
(http://web.williams.edu/weather/) along with data from the
Taconic Ridge 50-meter meteorology (MET) tower and the Morley
Science Labs photovoltaic array.
In addition, we continued the bi-weekly and monthly collection and
laboratory analysis of rain and stream water, respectively, as part
of our ongoing forest geochemical research that focuses on acid
deposition (1983-present) and the fate of it and other pollutants in
the forest ecosystem. During the relatively dry summer of 2015
we upgraded the data-logger at one stream gage, the wind speed
and direction sensor at the Shepherd’s Well station, and added
Figure IV. Todd Gould (OIT-NetSys)
a remote controlled snow depth sensor designed and built by
helping Jason Mativi with the Netsys setup
Jason Mativi (Bronfman Science Center Electronics Shop).
of the remote snow depth sensor.

In early September of
2015 we installed a new Davis Instruments wireless weather
station at the Class of 1966 Environmental Center
(http://www.wunderground.com/personal-weatherstation/dashboard?ID=KMAWILLI14). It is equipped with
sensors measuring temperature, humidity, wind speed and
direction, rainfall, and sunlight. In addition, we installed
transducers that continuously measure water level in two
adjacent ponds. This weather monitoring allows us to directly
track natural inputs to the Environmental Center and their
effects on the Center’s Living Building Challenge.

Figure V. New remote weather station
installed on the north side of the Class of 1966
Environmental Center adjacent to Pond A.
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Figure VI. Total inorganic and organic
sediment transported at the South Branch
Birch Brook gaging station annually.

HMF and lab personnel and volunteers dredged and weighed sediment in the weirs along the South
Branch and Main Stem of Birch Brook in mid-July (Figure VI). Sediment removed from the South
Branch weir was lower than average, reflecting below average streamflow from the fall of 2014 through
the summer of 2015, the absence of large precipitation events, and possibly a lack of upstream
sediment supply.
Sophie Kitchen ‘17 and Christine
Pash ‘18 worked as research
assistants with Jay Racela during
the past summer. During their
tenure in the lab, in addition to
regular field and lab research
duties, Sophie and Christine
evaluated, optimized, and then
finalized a soil phosphate
extraction and analysis method:
they presented a poster
illustrating their results.
Similar to last year, the snowfall
for the 2014-15 season was near
average (Figure VII), which,
combined with an exceptionally
cold January-March, provided a
top-notch Nordic skiing season!

Figure VII. Monthly average temperature
difference relative to monthly snowfall in HMF.
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II. EDUCATION and OUTREACH
Undergraduate Classes
During the fall semester, BIOL/ENVI 203—Ecology (Edwards) held about half of the course’s lab
sessions at the Forest. The most recent version of ENVI 102--Introduction to Environmental Science
(Apotsos) used the Forest for several of its lab exercises in the spring including a general forest tour,
soil sampling and tree biomass carbon estimation. BIOL 102--The Organism (multiple instructors) also
visited the Forest for laboratory exercises on amphibian breeding and plant development in the spring.
In addition, BIOL 220—Field Botany and Plant Natural History (Edwards) made several visits to the
Forest for field investigations as well as did two elective classes in Environmental Studies taught by
visiting fellows Galvin and Vena. The Forest also hosted field trips and lab sessions by Biology and
Environmental Science classes from Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts and Berkshire Community
College (Appendix I).
For a second consecutive year, HMF provided the venue for two Winter Study Courses, BIOL 18 -Animal Tracking with Dan Yacobellis and ENVI 17--The Winter Woods taught by me. Between these
two courses, the Rosenburg Center classroom was in use throughout much of January 2015.
Public Outreach
Community Events
Once again HMF hosted an array of events for the public and College community. The following events
were held the past year:
 Fall Festival— The Fall Festival was held on Sunday, September 28th and, on a warm,
sunny afternoon, drew 340 visitors to take part in the activities including traditional forest and
harvest activities -- shake-splitting, cross-cut sawing, apple butter and cider production and
live fiddle music. The event also featured guided tours of the canopy walkway and, for the
first time, an active bee hive.

• Animal Tracking— Dan Yacobellis, a naturalist from Grafton, NY, led the annual wildlife
th

tracking workshop in February 14 . This event, on a frigid afternoon, attracted
approximately 15 participants, many of whom were Williams students.
th
 Maple Festival— “Maplefest” was celebrated on Saturday, March 14 , drawing a crowd of
252 in spite of somewhat dreary, chilly conditions. People came to see sugaring exhibits
and demonstrations and to taste HMF produced syrup served over pancakes and 'on snow’.
 Amphibian & Reptile Program– Tom Tyning of Berkshire Community College led an
th
amphibian foray in Hopkins Forest on Saturday, April 25 . A solid crowd of 40 people
attended on a seasonable spring day.
 Wildflower Walk– This year the annual wildflower program was held on Mother’s Day, May
th
10 . Led by Hank Art, this popular event attracted 35 people who were treated to sightings
of several charismatic early string bloomers.
 Alumni Day— HMF again offered a variety of activities, including a bird walk, hike, canopy
th
walkway, and children’s activities during this year’s Alumni Weekend (June 13 ). Decent
weather resulted in a solid turnout in excess of 100 people for the activities.
Local School Outreach
This was our second year partnering with the College’s Center for Learning in Action (CLA) to provide
educational experiences for local elementary school classes at Hopkins Forest. Working with Jennifer
Swoap and Molly Polk of CLA, we hired designated student educators each semester to work on the
development of place-based outdoor education curricula and host field trips from Williamstown
Elementary school groups. In the fall, Laura Lee ’17 filled this role, leading visits from the Williamstown
th
th
Elementary School’s 5 and 6 grades and Brayton Elementary School’s fourth grade. We also hosted
the Williamstown Children’s Center for two field trips in the fall.
In the spring, Laura was joined by Andrew Bloniarz ‘18 and Johanna Wassermann ‘18. The trio hosted
a series of five programs for elementary school classes from C.T. Plunkett, Braytonville and
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Williamstown Elementary Schools. In addition, they hosted two programs with the Williamstown
Children’s Center. The spring educational programs highlighted themes of maple sugaring and
biodiversity. During 2014-15 the student educators were hired and paid by the CLA. We did provide
some funds for transportation to one school that demonstrated the need for such assistance. We
intend to continue our elementary outreach programs, bringing in more school field trips, in 2015-16.
Home-school groups took advantage of Hopkins Forest as well, visiting for a program on owls in fall.
Summer 2015 saw a continuation of youth education programs. We hosted four visits by the summer
program based at Braytonville School. Moreover, groups from the Williamstown Children’s Center
made two visits for guided programs during the summer; these programs were facilitated by the
summer caretaking crew.
In another collaboration with the Center for Learning in Action, we participated in a program on April 16,
2015, which brought 80 sixth graders from three regional public elementary schools to Williams for
programs on various topics. Due to time and transportation constraints, we were not able to bring the
students to the Forest but, instead, aimed to bring some of the Forest, including some live reptiles and
amphibians, to the students. Several Williams students, assisted with this program, which was held in
Greylock Dining Hall.
During spring 2015, at the request of the school, we hosted a program intern from the Berkshire School
for Arts and Technology. Brandon Gregory, a senior at that Adams, MA charter school, chose Hopkins
Forest to fulfill an 80-hour internship, a requirement for graduation from the school. Brandon assisted
with caretaking, maple sugaring and educational programs in addition to some organizational and
clerical work at the Rosenburg Center.
III. RECREATION
This past year numerous hikers, joggers, horse-back riders, skiers, and nature observers took to the
trails of the Forest in their recreational pursuits. We have been collaborating with the Taconic Crest
Trail Consortium, which is dedicated to the stewardship of that 35-mile trail, to monitor stretches of the
trail where incidents of unauthorized all-terrain vehicle use appear to be on the increase. In addition,
we have noticed an increase in the illicit use of the trails and old logging roads in the Vermont parcel
recently. We have been collaborating with neighboring landowners and communicating with lawenforcements authorities in an effort to address this somewhat chronic problem.
Williams Outing Club
The Outing Club cabin accommodated overnighters regularly and it was integral to our hosting of the
Maplefest event in March 2015. The Outing Club lean-to was used by the Williams Community for Firstyear orientation activities. By contrast, the ropes course continues to be dormant as it awaits
refurbishing before regular programming can resume.
Hunting
In autumn 2014, HMF again hosted its annual special permit deer hunt during the Massachusetts
shotgun season. As usual, no hunting was permitted in Vermont, New York or east of Northwest Hill
Road, nor was archery hunting allowed. Seventy-five registered hunters harvested six deer during the
twelve day season according to our unofficial sign-in (Figure IX). This harvest efficiency, of one kill per
8.0 hunters, represents the highest success
rate since the 2007 season. This might be the
result of favorable conditions on key days or
perhaps other factors that fluctuate randomly
from year to year; indeed, there is scarce other
evidence of an increase in the Forest’s deer
population in recent years. Williams College
security officers were hired to provide
surveillance during the busiest days of the hunt.
Generally the season ran smoothly and no
major problems were reported.
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Figure VIII. Deb Stawaz with her eight-point buck.

Figure IX. HMF Deer Hunting Results.
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IV. MAPLE SUGARING
This year’s HMF syrup yield showed a strong improvement over the previous disappointing year (Table
II). It was a rather unusual year following what was one of the most severe winters in recent decades.
th
However, once the trees were finally tapped (on March 9 ) and begun running in earnest, the sap was
quite sweet (approaching an aggregate mean of 3 percent sugar) and the syrup yield and quality were
high in spite of a rather unremarkable season sap total (1500 gallons). This year we surpassed our
previous mark in boiling efficiency for our little 6’x2’ wood fired evaporator, averaging with a rate of 0.74
gallons of syrup per hour of boiling. I attribute this largely to the inherent sweetness of the sap coupled
with the cold conditions that induced some concentration by freezing (by discarding the weaker ice).
Table II. Hopkins Forest Maple Syrup Production 2000-2015.
Year

Beginning

Taps

Tap Date
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Mean
Median

22-Feb
23-Feb
18-Feb
4-Mar
27-Feb
28-Feb
15-Feb
28-Feb
25-Feb
25-Feb
25-Feb
23-Feb
13-Feb
22-Feb
19-Feb
9 March
24-Feb
24-Feb

gallons
130
125
125
135
130
125
139
127
125
125
125
128
130
133
127
125
128
127

per tap

hours

Syrup
drawn
off
gallons

11.5
17.4
20.6
12.0
16.4
13.4
14.4
9.6
22.1
15.5
6.7
13.2
12.4
13.9
7.1
12.0
13.6
13.3

135
100
109
68
93
71.5
72
46
116.5
84
32
69.8
64
69.4
35
58.5
76.5
70.6

26
44.5
48
34
44
37
42
28
63
41
16
35
30
42.5
21
43.5
37.2
39.0

Sap

1495
2170
2580
1625
2130
1680
2005
1225
2760
1935
840
1685
1615
1845
900
1500
1749
1683

Boil
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Bottled
syrup

Sap
boiled

Wood
burned

gallons

per hr.

(cords)

23
40
40
30
39
35
39
26
58
40
15.5
33.0
30
42
21
44.0
34.7
37.0

11.1
21.7
23.7
23.9
22.9
23.5
27.8
26.6
23.7
23.0
26.3
24.2
25.2
26.6
25.7
25.6
23.8
24.0

1.3
2.2
2.4
1.7
2.2
1.9
2.1
1.4
3.2
1.9
0.8
1.8
2.0
2.1
0.8
1.6
1.8
1.9

The newly acquired electric sap pump enabled us to move sap readily from the a tank in the pick-up
truck to the sugar house’s holding tank, thus reducing labor requirements and time -- especially during
the heavy runs of late March and early April.
As usual, during the sugaring season, we held our annual ‘Maplefest’ celebration, which attracted a
solid crowd of community members and Williams students in spite of the chilly early-March conditions.
The HMF sugaring operation has also become a popular destination for local school groups and
increasingly for Williams College Environmental Studies classes.
V. LAND MANAGEMENT & CARETAKING
Forest Management--Vermont Parcel
During the spring of 2015, I wrote and submitted an updated forest management plan to the Vermont
Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation outlining the next 10 years of silvicultural practices on the
382-acre Pownal Parcel. This 10-year update was required as a condition of our participation in the
Vermont Use Value Program, which gives us a favorable property tax rate in exchange for complying
with the state’s timber management principles. In developing the update we incorporated data from the
comprehensive forest inventory that student caretakers and I had completed during the previous
summer.
There are several stands within this large and highly variable tract where -- according to the latest
silvicultural management guidelines for Northern Hardwood/Oak forests -- some commercial harvesting
(primarily sugar maple and red oak) will be recommended in the next five to ten years. These sites are
largely in the lower coves and north and east facing slopes of that large tract. Any commercial
harvesting would be coupled with some pre-commercial stand improvement work (thinning, culling, etc.)
in adjoining stands. Due to the remoteness of this site and its precipitous terrain, we will aim to
combine jobs in order to minimize the number of entries onto this tract. A copy of the management plan
can be obtained from me.
In order to implement some of the prescriptions under our updated forest management plan, we have
entered into a funding partnership with the Natural Resources Conservation Service a unit of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture. This contract, signed in summer 2014, is our second recent agreement with
NRCS. The previous one was brought to a close in 2014, but not before funding forest management
and road improvements. The 2014 contract will provide us with additional funds to conduct two forest
management practices: thinning of marginal and low grade material, and prescribed burning (Table III.).
Implementation of the initial phases of this contract was delayed by a moratorium imposed on forest
management in Vermont due to the recent listing of a formerly common bat, the Northern long-eared
myotis (Myotis septentrionalis), on the Federal Endangered Species List. As of late summer 2015, the
moratorium had been lifted and we had begun planning future work on the site; this included a
consultation visit with NRCS officials in October 2015. Work on this site, including prescribed burn
planning and pre-commercial thinning, will begin in earnest in 2016.
Table III. Summary of practices supported by the 2014 contract with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service.
Practice

Purpose

Scope

Year

Forest Stand Improvement

Pre-commercial Thinning

35 acres

2015

Prescribed Burning

Burn Management Plan

25 acres

2015

Prescribed Burning

Prescribed Burn
Implementation

25 acres

2017

This past summer we collaborated with the Vermont Department Forests, Parks and Recreation to
monitor two sets of emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis) traps on the Vermont Parcel. Our crew
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checked the traps bi-weekly and made collections that were submitted to the Department’s forest
pathology specialist. The good news is that none of these destructive insects were found in HMF and
the traps were decommissioned in September 2015.
Wire Bridge Farm
In the spring the HMF Users Committee decided not to go forward with a plan to study the potential of
the Wire Bridge Farm for agricultural endeavors, including doing soil testing; the rationale was that the
site should be reserved for basic ecological studies in the future. Joel Burrington will continue to
cultivate hay (and possibly corn, which was discontinued in 2015) on the Farm. Burrington has also
been keeping the brushy area near the south end of the parcel mowed.
Roads/Trails
Once again the summer caretaking crew conducted routine maintenance throughout the trail system.
Thankfully, this was a relatively calm year in terms of storms and trail erosion so no major remediation
projects were warranted. In May 2015, the entry road to the Rosenburg Center was resurfaced and
graded by a contractor hired by the College’s Facilities Department. Through these efforts the road and
head of the Lower Loop trail have recovered from effects of the excavation activities (for data and
power lines) of fall 2013.
Caretaking
As in the past, HMF relied on student caretakers for a major part of its maintenance, upkeep and
outreach activities (Table IV). The fall and spring semesters had a regular crew of eight to ten students,
each working about three to six hours per week under the leadership of head caretakers
Ben Nathan ‘15 and Kiah Walker ’15. The fall crew kept busy preparing for and hosting the Fall Festival
and keeping up with trail maintenance and boundary posting. In the spring, much time was devoted to
the maple sugaring season and hosting Maplefest.
Table IV. Student Caretakers academic year 2014-15.
Ben Nathan '15
Lucy Bergwall '15
Alice Stears '15
Kiah Walker '15
Adrian Mitchell '15
Abigail Kelly '16
Mary Ignatiadis '16
Miguel Samayoa '17

Rebecca McClements '17
Celeste Pepitone-Nahas '17
Rachel Schwartz '17
Sophia Schmidt '17
Lane Davis '17
Thomas Sayre '17
Jenny Zheng '17

A seasonal caretaking crew comprising Miguel Samayoa ’17 and Kellen Cramer ’16 was employed for
10 weeks during the summer 2015. The crew worked on many of the regular summer tasks—mowing,
gardening, grounds-keeping, program facilitation, trail and water-bar maintenance and controlling
invasive vegetation, in addition to helping with the reorganization of the newly renovated Rosenburg
Center. In addition to these tasks, the crew spent some time helping to monitor two Emerald Ash Borer
trap sites on our Pownal, Vermont parcel. Moreover, they also served as docents for our summer
educational and outreach programs including the Alumni weekend. Our crew occasionally teamed up
with the regional trail crew, composed of Mairead Reynolds ‘18 and Haley Lescinsky ‘18, who were
sponsored by the Williams Outing Club and Williamstown Rural Lands Foundation.
In addition to student workers, we employed Debra Rogers-Gillig on a part-time basis during the
summer to work in the Buxton Garden. Debra has been crucial to the rejuvenation and flourishing of
garden over the last several summers.
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VI. FACILITIES
Rosenburg Center/Moon Barn
Figure X. The Rosenburg Center.
This year the 109-year old Rosenburg
Center (Figure X) building underwent
several notable changes and renovations.
The primary modification was the
installation of a new 80-square-foot office
near the main entrance. This will be used
as the caretaker office while the office that
formerly played that role was renovated,
most notably with the addition of built-in
book shelves, for use as a faculty office.
In July 2015 Hank Art officially moved into
his new office at the Rosenburg Center; in
addition Prof. Art has transferred his lab to
the Rosenburg Center where he is now
using a part of the wet lab to house his lab
supplies. Several machines and
implements that were housed in the labs, such as a still, muffle furnace and Wiley mill were relocated to
other locations; this has increased the capacity of dry lab to accommodate students and classes. The
Users Committee also discussed some improvements to the dry lab that would involve rearranging
some cabinets to provide more bench space; however, we have not yet moved on this plan as it is, as
yet, still somewhat tentative. The renovations of the building also involved some information technology
improvements including the addition of a third Wi-Fi access point in the classroom and the incorporation
of the facility into the campus telephone network.
There was also significant work done to the building’s exterior, including roof repairs that seem finally to
have solved most of the leaks that have chronically plagued the building for the last decade. In
addition, major drainage work was carried out in the summer of 2015 to remediate the problem of
basement flooding during rain events. To this end, two “French drains” were installed, one each on the
north and west sides of the building. These buried drainage pipes divert the water to drainage
catchments before it reaches and infiltrates the building. They do seem to be achieving our intended
goal. Finally, the building was clad with another coat of powder yellow and white paint in early Fall
2015. Taken together, all of the 2015 improvements have made the building a more functional and
pleasant place to work and carry on education and research. The Facilities Department has been
instrumental in helping us carry out these improvements. Even amid all of these improvement
activities, the Rosenburg Center again served ably as a focal point for classes, lab set-ups, public
events, workshops, and as an exhibit space for visitors.
Once again, the Moon Barn was used as public exhibit space during special events such as the Fall
Festival and school visits. Due to a shortage of outdoor storage structures, we continue to have to use
this historic building in part for storage.
Canopy Walkway
This past year the canopy walkway was open for public visitation several times including during the
Fall Festival and the 2015 Alumni Weekend. In May 2015 the walkway was inspected by Canopy
Construction Associates and they made some minor repairs. The newly acquired safety equipment
worked well and seemed to enhance the experiences of the users; an additional pair of harnesses and
helmets was procured in 2015.
VII. ADMINISTRATIVE
Meetings/Affiliations
Organization of Biological Field Stations (OBFS): I attended the 2014 OBFS annual meeting in Woods
st
rd
Hole, Massachusetts, September 21 to 23 .
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Bascom Maple Farms Spring Open House: I attended this day-long event of workshops and
demonstrations for maple sugar producers on May 2, 2015 in Alstead, Hew Hampshire.
National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON): In 2015 the Hopkins Forest Users Committee voted
to discontinue our institutional membership in NEON.
Mohawk Trail Woodland Consortium: I (along with Hank Art) was seated on the steering committee of
the Mohawk Trail Woodlands Consortium, a group representing a 20 town region charged with devising
recommendations for a potential U.S. Forest Service conservation designation for the region. We
attended several steering committee meetings over the last year; most were set in Charlemont, Mass.
Cornell University Extension – Pest Management Workshop: I attended a workshop on the biology and
management of the emerald ash borer. The meeting was set at the Albany Pine Bush Preserve, in
th
Albany, NY, on December 19 , 2014.
Taconic Crest Trail Consortium: We have been involved with this consortium -- which promotes
sustainable recreation and coordinates stewardship activities on the 35-mile trail -- though no recent
meetings have been held.
HMF Users Committee
The Hopkins Forest Users Committee--charged with oversight and planning responsibilities for the
Forest -- is composed of faculty and staff who have interests in research or teaching in the Forest
(Table VI). Under the direction of Chair Manuel Morales, the Committee conducted several meetings to
discuss management and policy matters, including the repurposing of the Rosenburg Center, during the
past year.
Table VI. HMF Users Committee--2014-15.
Faculty

Department

Ex-officio

Affiliation

Manuel Morales, Chair
Hank Art
Joan Edwards
David Smith
David Dethier

Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Geosciences

Ralph Bradburd
Scott Lewis
Jay Racela
Drew Jones

CES Director
WOC Director
CES, Envi. Analysis Lab
HMF Manager

VIII. FUTURE – What’s in store for 2015-16?
In the coming year we will continue to facilitate and expand our educational and research activities at
Hopkins Forest. This will include making the final touches on the renovation of Rosenburg Center labs
and public spaces and developing web-served catalogues of equipment, books and the museum
collection.
In research we will continue to support ongoing projects, notably the study of differential mowing
regimes on late season wildflowers and pollinators. Of course we will continue to work with interested
outside researchers to host non-Williams based studies where appropriate.
We aim to continue to expand and bolster our elementary education programs. In addition to hosting a
series of elementary class visits during the academic year, student educators will develop a portfolio of
HMF place-based curricular modules that can be drawn upon for future programs.
With the lifting of the temporary timber management moratorium on our Vermont Parcel, we will begin
to implement timber stand improvement practices as set out in our contract with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service. This work will focus on rejuvenating embattled beech stands in the Vermont
Parcel and evaluating the area for a possible prescribed burn.
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APPENDIX
Appendix I – Outside Organizational Users of HMF 2014-15.
Organization

Location

Department/Program

Type of Use

Berkshire Community College

Pittsfield

Environmental Science

owl banding

Massachusetts College of
Liberal Arts

North Adams

Biology, Environmental
Science

field trip; owl banding,

Texas Tech University

Lubbock, TX

Biology

Owl Banding

Yale University

New Haven, CT

Biology

Fordham University

Bronx, NY

Biology

Williamstown Elem. School

Williamstown

K., 5 and 6 grades

Braytonville School

North Adams

Fourth Grade; summer
campers

Curricular-based field
trips
Curricular-based field
trips; summer camp trips

C.T. Plunkett Elementary

Adams

Kindergarten

Maple Sugaring

Burr & Burton Academy

Manchester, VT

Mountain campus

Owl Banding

Berkshire School for Arts and
Technology

Adams, MA

Upper School

Student Internship

Hoosic River Watershed
Association

Williamstown

Monitoring/Outreach

Monitoring lab/members
event

Williamstown Children Center

Williamstown

general

Field trip

Massachusetts Audubon

Berkshires

General membership

Owl Banding

North Berkshire Audubon

Williamstown

general

Owl Banding

Cambridge Plant and Garden
Club

Cambridge, MA

General membership

Forest tour

Home School Association

Berkshire Co.

Students/Parents

Owl banding/biology

Higher Education

Climate mitigated
community dynamics
Plant collections,
phenology research

Schools
th

th

Community Organizations

Special thanks to Jay Racela and Dee Dee Lewis for their contributions to this report.
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